
When you have cable assemblies to build 
there’s no room for error - especially when 
they are all fine pitch, expensive connectors 
such as in aerospace applications. 

With Cable Hound you simply touch a wire 
and it tells you which pin it’s connected to. 
You then know where to place it on the 
corresponding pin of the other connector.  
It’s that easy! 

ExCItIng nEW
WIrIng aId!

Low cost, fast & easy, guided  
build of small cable assemblies.

100% correct wiring at the 
point of build.

Designed & manufactured 
to exacting UK standards.

£499
One per operatorensures correctfirst-time build.

Get it right first time with the CTS Cable Hound.

Combined Test Solutions Ltd. Unit 4 Commerce Way, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire LU7 4RW.
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This exciting new wiring aid has been designed and manufactured to 
exacting standards by Combined Test Solutions Ltd in Bedfordshire, 
England. Its primary aim is to enable low cost, fast and easy, guided build  
of small cable assemblies, enabling 100% correct wiring at the point of build.
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Cable Hound is simple, low cost and very effective. It has been rigorously tested 
and is CE marked. The unit can run for many days on an internal, replaceable 
9v PP9 battery. Alternatively, it can be powered by an external wall plug power 
supply with a 12v output supply with a 12v output, keeping well below the 48v 
DC maximum speci ied in the Low Voltage Directive. It has been designed to be 
resilient. It has been designed to be resilient through development testing.  
For example, it’s external resistance to ESD shock, by using an “ESD shock test” 
to all external connections (all 128 wiring outputs for example) that through 
design is easily overcome by the array of 30kv protection diodes.

(Prices correct as of June 2019)

Adapters plates available on request in either steel or 3D printed.

Fast, easy to use – starts paying for itself immediately. 

Compact and lightweight, 220mm by

140mm wide and 40mm deep, <0.5kg.

128 test points, standard 64-way connectors, 

identifies and guides using connectors/

assemblies up to that pin count.

Available with custom connector interface options. 

Beeper sounds when correct wire is found  

(in SELECT mode) and LED lights green.

Displays pin numbers connected in groups  

(earth/shell connections).

Has two probe sockets (low & Hi impedance)  

for probing or touching a wire (using wrist strap). 

9v internal battery (fully portable)

& 12v wall plug power options.

Modern design using fast ARM

processor and CMOS switching for reliability.

Product Features

Easy To Use

Price List
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CTS-CH1—CTS Cable Hound
guided assembly aid - 128 test points: Easy to read LCD display, Compact and Lightweight, 
low cost, fast and easy, guided build of small cable assemblies.

£499.99

CH1-PSU
Power Supply for CTS Cablehound.

£33.72

CH1-RS
CTS Cablehound Rugged Stand/Enclosure.

£159.99

CH1-PRB
Extra probe for CTS Cablehound.

£5.99

CTS-WS
Yellow wrist strap with probe.

£19.99

1 “Select” - The operator chooses a wire by number (from 1 to 128) and is informed with a bleep and visually,
via the LCD display, when the selected wire is touched, enabling correct placement of the wire probed.  

2  “Identify” –  If the operator needs the device to find a particular wire it will bleep and display the wire
number on the screen when it is correctly probed.
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